We report on the simultaneous determination of complementary wave and particle aspects of light in a double-slit type "welcher-weg" experiment beyond the limitations set by Bohr's Principle of Complementarity. Applying classical logic, we verify the presence of sharp interference in the single photon regime, while reliably maintaining the information about the particular pinhole through which each individual photon had passed. This experiment poses interesting questions on the validity of Complementarity in cases where measurements techniques that avoid Heisenberg's uncertainty principle and quantum entanglement are employed. We further argue that the application of classical concepts of waves and particles as embodied in Complementarity leads to a logical inconsistency in the interpretation of this experiment.
INTRODUCTION
Wave-particle duality as embodied in Bohr's Principle of Complementarity (BPC) has been a cornerstone in the interpretation of quantum mechan-ics and quantum measurement theory since its inception. (1) The celebrated Bohr-Einstein debate (2) revolved around this issue and was the starting point for many of the illuminating experiments conducted during the past few decades. Bohr strongly advocated that "the unambiguous interpretation of any measurement must be essentially framed in terms of the classical physical theories". (3) This insistence on the primacy of classical concepts and logic in describing experiments led him to the introduction of his controversial principle of Complementarity as embodied in the following quotation: " . . . we are presented with a choice of either tracing the path of the particle, or observing interference effects . . . we have to do with a typical example of how the complementary phenomena appear under mutually exclusive experimental arrangements". (2) In the context of the double-slit welcher-weg experiments, the original formulation of the BPC dictates that in a particular experimental configuration, "the observation of an interference pattern and the acquisition of which-way information are mutually exclusive". (4-9) Experiments have revealed the possibility of partial fringe visibility and partial which-wayinformation within strict limitations, and many experiments have backed this validation of BPC. (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) What these experiments have in common, however, is the fact that they provide information by measurement techniques which ultimately perturb the wavefunction.
In this paper we report on the presence of sharp interference and highly reliable which-way information in the same experimental arrangement for the same photons using non-perturbative measurement techniques at separate spacetime coordinates, both of which refer back to the behavior of the photon at the same event, i.e., the passage through the pinholes. We inferred full fringe visibility from the observation that the total photon flux was only slightly decreased when thin wires were placed exactly at the minima of the presumed interference pattern. Which-way information was obtained further downstream through the known imaging capabilities of a lens system. In the framework of classical logic, we make statements about the which-way information of the photon as it passes the plane of the pinholes. With respect to the mutual exclusivity of complementary wave and particle natures as expressed in BPC, the applied technique appears to allow us to circumvent the limitations imposed by Heisenberg's uncertainty principle and the entanglement between the which-way marker and the interfering quantum object as employed in some welcher-weg experiments. (14-17) Afshar's non-perturbative measurement technique (18) (19) (20) used in this work is conceptually different from quantum non-demolition (21) or non-destructive (22) techniques which do not destroy, but perturb the photon wavefunction directly. The observation that the presence of the wire grid decreases the photon count only negligibly,
